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Abstract

We propose a network protocol similar to thek-tree protocol of Itai and Rodeh
[Inform. and Comput.79 (1988), 43–59]. To do this, we define at-uncovering-by-
basesfor a connected graphG to be a collectionU of spanning trees forG such that
any t-subset of edges ofG is disjoint from at least one tree inU , wheret is some
integer strictly less than the edge connectivity ofG. We construct examples of these for
some infinite families of graphs. Many of these infinite families utilise factorisations
or decompositions of graphs. In every case the size of the uncovering-by-bases is no
larger than the number of edges in the graph and we conjecturethat this may be true in
general.
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MSC2010 classification: 05C05 (primary), 05B40, 05C70, 68M10, 90B25 (secondary)

1 Introduction

In [11], Itai and Rodeh proposed a communication protocol, which we shall call thet-tree
protocol, which allows all nodes of a network to communicate through adistinguished root
node, even when some set oft −1 or fewer edges are removed from the network. (In their
paper, they usedk rather thant; we have changed the notation to be consistent with the
conventions of design theory, because of the connections tothat subject in this paper.) The
protocol requires the graphGmodelling the network to have two properties. First, the graph,
G, must remain connected when anyt −1 edges are removed. Second, for any vertex,r, it
requires a collection oft spanning trees forG, {T1, . . . ,Tt}, with the following property (the
t-tree condition for edges): for any vertexv and anyi, j, where 1≤ i < j ≤ t, the paths inTi
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andTj from v to r are internally disjoint. A set oft disjoint spanning trees clearly satisfies
this condition and so can be used in the protocol for robust communication [5].

Of course, for a givent, an arbitrary graphG may not meet thet-tree condition. An
alternative solution for robust communications is to use a collection of s (which may be
greater thant) spanning trees (which need not necessarily be edge-disjoint) spanning trees,
such that if anyt − 1 edges ofG are removed, at least one of the spanning trees remains
intact. Ideally, we would want this collection to be as smallas possible (or of bounded
size), and for the value oft to be as large as possible. The purpose of this article is to study
such collections of spanning trees. We begin with some basicdefinitions.

An edge cutin G is a partition(V1,V2) of the vertex set ofG into two non-empty subsets.
In other words, an edge cut is a set where the removal of the edges betweenV1 andV2

disconnectsG; if the number of such edges ist, we call it at-edge cut. Theedge connectivity
of G is the least value oft for which there exists at-edge cut inG; we denote this byλ(G).
We say thatG is t-edge connectedif λ(G) ≥ t. We note that, by abuse of terminology,
we will sometimes refer to at-edge cut by the set of edges whose removal disconnects the
graph, rather than the partition ofV.

Definition 1. Let n, k andt be positive integers satisfyingn > k andt ≤ n− k, and letX
be a set of sizen. An (n,k, t)-uncoveringis a collectionU of k-subsets ofX such that any
t-subset ofX is disjoint from at least onek-subset inU .

An (n,k, t)-uncovering is equivalent to an(n,n− k, t) covering design, which is a set
of (n− k)-subsets, called blocks, such that anyt-subset is contained in at least one block.
So results on coverings, such as those in the survey by Mills and Mullin [16], also give
us results on uncoverings. In both cases, the problem is to find an (un)covering of least
possible size. The most general bound is theScḧonheim bound, which gives a lower bound
of

⌈

n
n−k

⌈

n−1
n−k−1

⌈

· · ·

⌈

n− t +1
n−k− t +1

⌉

· · ·

⌉⌉⌉

on the size of such an(n,k, t)-uncovering. Uncoverings were introduced and studied by the
first author in [2, 3, 4]; they were later introduced independently by Kroll and Vincenti [14]
by the nameantiblocking systems.

In this paper, we are concerned with the case whereX is the edge-set of a graphG, and
where each member of the uncovering is a spanning tree. That is, we have the following.

Definition 2. Let G= (V,E) be a connected graph andt a positive integer. At-uncovering-
by-basesfor G is a collectionU of spanning trees forG such that anyt-subset ofE is
disjoint from at least one spanning tree inU .

The name “uncovering-by-bases” (or UBB for short) comes from the fact that the span-
ning trees of a connected graphG are precisely the bases of the cycle matroidM(G) (see
Oxley [17] for further details). It is possible to define UBBsfor arbitrary matroids, as is
done in [3]. Note that for at-UBB to exist, we require that the graph obtained by deleting
an arbitraryt-subset of edges fromG must have a spanning tree, which happens if and only
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if it is connected. In other words, we require that the edge connectivity, λ(G), must be
strictly greater thant, sot ≤ λ(G)−1. In this paper, we only consider the case where this
maximum is achieved, i.e. whent = λ(G)−1.

If G happens to havet+1= λ(G) edge-disjoint spanning trees, then we can use these as
a t-UBB. We call such graphsmaximum spanning tree-packable, or max-STPgraphs; these
are described in [5]. In a max-STP graphG, the t-UBB formed of the collection ofλ(G)
edge-disjoint spanning trees is therefore optimal in two ways: first, because the number of
edgest which can be uncovered is as large as possible; second, because the spanning trees
are all edge-disjoint, the size of thet-UBB is as small as possible.

2 A collection of examples

In this section, we present some constructions of UBBs for certain families or classes of
graphs. In each case, our constructions have the highest “uncovering” ability: we are able
to taket = λ(G)−1.

2.1 Complete bipartite graphs

Consider the complete bipartite graphKm,n. Suppose that 2≤ m≤ n, and that the vertex set
is X∪̇Y, where|X|= m and|Y|= n. Now, the edge connectivity ofKm,n is min{m,n} = m.
We show how to construct at-UBB for Km,n wheret = m−1 (i.e. the largest possible t).

Fix anm-subsetS⊆Y. LetA be an arbitraryt-subset of edges. Now, since|A|<m, there
exists a vertexu∈ X incident with no edge ofA. Similarly, since|A|< |S|= m, there exists
v ∈ S incident with no edge ofA. Now we construct a spanning treeTuv which contains
the edgeuv, and all other edges incident with each ofu andv. By construction, the set of
spanning treesU = {Tuv | u∈ X,v∈ S} is at-UBB for Km,n, of sizem2. A typical spanning
treeTuv is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An example of a spanning treeTuv for Km,n.

We remark that this construction gives a minimal UBB: this can be seen by considering
a matching inKm,n of sizem−1. However, we do not claim that it is minimum. We also
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notice that the number of spanning trees inU is bounded above by the number of edges of
Km,n; the bound is sharp, as it is achieved whenm= n.

2.2 Graphs with Hamiltonian decompositions

We now consider graphs withHamiltonian decompositions, i.e. graphs which admit a parti-
tion of the edge set into Hamilton cycles. In particular, we note that ifn is odd, the complete
graphKn admits a Hamiltonian decomposition; this was known to Walecki in the 1890s (see
Bryant [6] for details). A survey of more general results about Hamiltonian decompositions
can be found in Section 4 of Gould [10].

To construct uncoverings-by-bases for these graphs, we need to know their edge con-
nectivity.

Proposition 3. Let G be a graph with a Hamiltonian decomposition into c cycles. Then the
edge connectivity of G isλ(G) = 2c.

Proof. BecauseG has a Hamiltonian decomposition intoc cycles,G must be 2c-regular,
soλ(G) ≤ 2c. Also, any edge-cut ofG must contain at least two edges from each of thec
Hamilton cycles, soλ(G)≥ 2c. Henceλ(G) = 2c.

The construction works as follows.

Construction 4. Let D = {C1, . . . ,Cc} be a Hamiltonian decomposition ofG. For each
Ci ∈ D and for eache∈Ci, form a pathCi \e, which is a spanning tree. We claim that the
set of all such paths is at-UBB for G, wheret = 2c−1.

Proof of correctness. Let A be an arbitraryt-subset ofE(G). Now, if there exists a cycle
Ci such thatCi ∩A= ∅, then any path inCi is disjoint fromA. So we suppose not, i.e. we
suppose that each of thec cycles contains some of thet = 2c−1 edges inA. By counting,
there must exist a cycleCj containing exactly one edgee∈ A, so the pathCj \e is disjoint
from A.

By construction, this UBB is minimal: if the 2c− 1 “bad” edges are arranged so that
there is one bad edgee in C1 and two bad edges in each ofC2, . . . ,Cc, then the only spanning
tree avoiding these edges isC1 \e. As in the previous subsection, however, we don’t claim
that this UBB is minimum.

Example 5. Consider the graph shown in Figure 2 (an example of acirculant graph). This
is the union of two Hamilton cycles of length 7, so is 4-edge connected and we havet = 3.
In each cycle we obtain 7 paths, and a total of 14 paths in our UBB.

We note that the number of spanning trees in thet-UBB is precisely the number of edges
of G; so as in the previous subsection|E(G)| is an upper bound on the minimum size of a
t-UBB. We also remark that this construction is very similar to the construction of a UBB
for the permutation groupSn in its action on 2-subsets: see [4] for details.
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Figure 2: A circulant graph on 7 vertices.

2.3 Using 1-factorisations of graphs

In the previous subsection, we were able to construct UBBs for complete graphs with an
odd number of vertices by virtue of the fact that they have Hamiltonian decompositions. In
order to consider a class of graphs which includes complete graphs with an even number of
vertices, we will consider 1-factorisations with some particularly useful properties.

A 1-factor (also known as aperfect matching) in a graphG is a spanning, 1-regular
subgraph ofG (i.e. a collection of vertex-disjoint edges ofG incident with every vertex). A
1-factorisationof G is a partition of the edge set ofG into edge-disjoint 1-factors. Aperfect
1-factorisationof G is a 1-factorisationF = {F1, . . . ,Fk} of G where the union of any two
1-factors is a Hamilton cycle; ifG possesses a perfect 1-factorisation it is calledstrongly
Hamiltonian. (See Andersen [1] for more detail on these topics.) This notion of strong
Hamiltonicity was introduced by Kotzig and Labelle in 1978 [13], where they consider in
detail cubic (i.e. 3-regular) strongly Hamiltonian graphs.

In general, it is difficult to determine if a graph has a perfect 1-factorisation. It is con-
jectured, but not known, that the complete graphK2m on an even number of vertices 2m
always has such a 1-factorisation (see Andersen [1] or Wanless [18]). However, this prop-
erty is often much stronger than we require, and so we introduce the following idea. To
every 1-factorisationF of a graphG, we can build an auxiliary digraph,H (G,F ), with the
1-factors as vertices and an arc between two 1-factorsF andF ′ if their union is a Hamil-
ton cycle. We note that whenever(F,F ′) is an arc, then so is(F ′,F). We have chosen to
express the adjacences by directed edges for two reasons: first, so that 2-cycles are well
defined; second, so that we have a good notion of the successorof a vertex along an arc.

We are especially interested in graphsG with n vertices and which have a 1-factorisation
F where the auxiliary digraphH (G,F ) has a directed 2-factor (i.e. a spanning subgraph
formed of directed cycles). If there is a directed 2-factor which is a Hamilton cycle, then the
1-factorisationF is said to besequentially perfect, as studied by Dinitz, Dukes and Stinson
[7]. It is easy to see that for a perfect 1-factorisationF , the digraphH (G,F ) is a complete
digraph, and thusF is sequentially perfect.
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Also, we define anHKL decomposition1 of a graphG to be a partition of the edges of
G into Hamilton cycles (onn vertices) and a cubic strongly Hamiltonian graph (also onn
vertices). In other wordsH (G,F ) has a 2-factor with all components of size 2 except for
one of size 3. Such decompositions arise in the context of random regular graphs, which
we will discuss in Section 3. The following is an example of a graph of odd degree with an
HKL decomposition.

Example 6. Consider the graph in Figure 3(a), which has an HKL decomposition into a
single Hamilton cycle and a cubic strongly Hamiltonian graph, as shown in Figure 3(b).
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(a) A graph with an HKL decomposition
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(b) The decomposition into a cubic strongly Hamiltonian graph (left) and
a Hamilton cycle (right).

Figure 3: An example of an HKL decomposition.

While it is unknown whether the complete graphK2m has a perfect 1-factorisation, it is
possible to show that it has a 1-factorisationF such that the auxiliary digraphH (K2m,F )
contains 2-factors, as demonstrated in the following lemma.

Lemma 7. The complete graph K2m on an even number of vertices2m has a 1-factorisation,
F such thatH (K2m,F ) contains at least the arcs(Fi,Fi+1) and(Fi ,Fi+2) and their reverses,
for 0≤ i ≤ 2m−2.

Proof. There is a well-known 1-factorisation ofK2m, known as GK2m (see [1]), which is as
follows. Regard the vertices ofK2m asZ2m−1∪{∞}, and define thestarter1-factor to be

F0 = {{i,−i} : i = 1, . . . ,m−1}∪{{0,∞}}.

1 The initials HKL were chosen in honour of W. R. Hamilton, A. Kotzig and J. Labelle.
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The remaining 1-factorsFi wherei = 1, . . . ,2m−2) are obtained by addingi to each entry
of F0 (modulo 2m−1, and with∞+ i = ∞).

Now, it is straightforward to show that the union of any two consecutive 1-factors,
Fi ∪Fi+1, is a Hamilton cycle. This establishes the existence of the arcs of first kind. To
show that(Fi,Fi+2) is an arc, we will show this is true fori = −1 and the result follows
from the cyclic automorphism of the 1-factorisation. By considering which vertices are
adjacent to 0, we have the following path inside of(F−1,F1):

±1=∓(2m−2) · · · 8 −6 4 −2 0 2 −4 6 −8 · · · ±(2m−2) =∓1,

which can easily be seen to contain all ofZ2m−1. (Since we are working modulo 2m− 1,
which is odd, the even negative numbers account for the positive odd numbers.) Since 1
and−1 are both adjacent to∞, this does indeed yield a Hamilton cycle.

The auxiliary digraphH (K2m,F ) contains a Hamilton cycle andK2m has a sequentially
perfect 1-factorisation (see Dinitz, Dukes and Stinson [7]), and it also possesses an HKL
decomposition;K = F−1∪F0∪F1 gives a cubic strongly Hamiltonian graph, while

D = {F2∪F3,F4∪F5, . . . ,F2m−4∪F2m−3}

forms a Hamiltonian decomposition ofK2m\K.
The following construction gives UBBs for graphG with a 1-factorisation for which the

auxiliary digraphH (G,F ) contains a directed 2-factor. It is similar to that in the previous
subsection for Hamilton-decomposable graphs.

Construction 8. Let G bek-regular and have a 1-factorisationF = {F0,F1, . . . ,Fk−1} for
whichH (G,F ) contains a directed 2-factor. Suppose that in that 2-factor, the head of the
arc whose tail is 1-factorF is denotedh(F).

For each edge,e∈ F ⊂ G, let Pe be the pathF ∪h(F) \{e}. Let t = k−1. We claim
that this set of paths,

{Pe | e∈ G},

is a minimalt-UBB for G with the number of bases equal to the number of edges ofG.

Proof of correctness. Let A be an arbitraryt-subset of edges ofG, which we think of as
“bad” edges we wish to avoid. Since|F |= k> t there is at least one 1-factor that contains
no bad edges. For any 1-factor that contains no bad edges, ifh−1(F) contains one or zero
bad edges then we clearly have at least one base which is disjoint from A. Thus if our set
is not at-UBB we must have at least two bad edges inh−1(F) wheneverF contains zero
bad edges. Letzbe the number of 1-factors that contain no bad edge. There aretherefore at
leastz 1-factors that contain at least two bad edges and all the remaining 1-factors contain
at least one bad edge. This gives at least

0·z+1· (k−2z)+2·z= k

bad edges which is a contradiction.
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Note that this proves that such ak-regular graph must have edge connectivity at least
k. Since ak-regular graph must have edge connectivity at mostk we obtain the following
lemma.

Lemma 9. Let G be a graph of valency k and with a 1-factorisationF for whichH (G,F )
contains a directed 2-factor. Then the edge connectivity ofG is equal to k.

Proof of minimality. Let T be a spanning tree from our UBB that we remove from the
collection. From Construction 8, we know there exists an edge e∈ F such thatT = (F ∪
h(F))\e. Then there exists a set oft = k−1 edges which is not uncoverable, consisting of
e, and any edge from every 1-factor exceptF andh(F).

As in the previous two subsections, we don’t claim that this construction isminimum.

Example 10. Consider the graph shown in Figure 3. The cubic strongly Hamiltonian sub-
graph indicated in Figure 3(b) possesses three Hamilton cycles as shown in Figure 4. In
each cycle we take every other Hamilton path, as described inConstruction 8, and include it
in our UBB. We also must take all spanning trees from the otherHamilton cycles in the HKL
decomposition. Our UBB contains 4+4+4+8= 20= |E(G)| spanning trees. In contrast,
the Schönheim lower bound for a(20,13,4) covering design is 11, while the best-known
such covering design has size 16 [9].
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Figure 4: Three Hamilton cycles in a cubic strongly Hamiltonian graph.

We note again that the number of spanning trees in thet-UBB is precisely the number
of edges ofG; so as in the previous subsections|E(G)| is an upper bound on the minimum
size of at-UBB.
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2.4 Wheels

The wheel Wn is the graph onn+ 1 vertices, formed from a cycle of lengthn (the “rim”)
and an additional vertex (the “hub”) adjacent to then others (by means of the “spokes”).
SinceWn has minimum degree 3, we haveλ(Wn) ≤ 3; furthermore, it is easy to see that
the removal of any two edges leavesWn connected. Henceλ(Wn) = 3, and so we wish to
construct a 2-UBB for these graphs.

SinceWn has 2n edges, and a spanning tree for it hasn edges, the complements of the
spanning trees in a 2-UBB forWn will form the blocks of a(2n,n,2)-covering design. Now,
the Schönheim bound for covering designs (see [16]) gives alower bound of 6 (indepen-
dent ofn) for the size of a(2n,n,2)-covering design, and a construction due to Stanton,
Kalbfleisch and Mullin (see Mills [15, Theorem 3.2]) shows that this bound can always be
attained. Thus there is a lower bound of 6 for the size of a minimum 2-UBB forWn. Our
construction was inspired by theirs.

We label the vertices ofWn as follows: the vertices on the rim arev0, . . . ,vn−1 (with
subscripts modulon), while the hub is labelled asv∞. Also, we label the edges as follows:
those on the rim are labelled asr i (joining vi to vi+1, while the spokes are labelledsi (joining
vi to v∞). We consider the cases wheren is even and odd separately.

First, supposen is even. Partition the edges ofWn into four sets, each of size12n, as
follows:

A = {s1,s3, . . . ,sn−1}

B = {s2,s4, . . . ,sn−2, r0}

C = {r1, r3, . . . , rn−1}

D = {r2, r4, . . . , rn−2,s0}

LetU = {A∪B,A∪C,A∪D,B∪C,B∪D,C∪D}. We notice that each member ofU forms
a spanning tree forWn. Also, it is straightforward to see that any pair of edges ofWn must
be disjoint from one member ofU . SoU is a 2-UBB forWn. (We remark that sinceU is
self-complementary, it is also a 2-covering-by-bases.)

Now, supposen is odd. This time, we consider the following subsets of the edges ofWn:

A = {s1,s3, . . . ,sn−2}

B = {s2,s4, . . . ,sn−1}

C = {r1, r3, . . . , rn−2}

D = {r2, r4, . . . , rn−3}

Then form the setV as follows:

V =































A∪B∪{r0},
A∪C∪{rn−1},
A∪D∪{rn−1}∪{s0},
B∪C∪{s0},
B∪D∪{rn−1}∪{r0},
C∪D∪{r0}∪{s0}































.
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Once again, we can verify that each member ofV is a spanning tree forWn. Clearly any
pair of edges fromA∪B∪C∪D is disjoint from at least one member ofV because there
is some member that disjoint from the union of any two ofA, B, C or D. A pair of edges,
one fromA∪B∪C∪D and the other from{r0, rn−1,s0} can be avoided because for any
S∈ {A,B,C,D} and anye∈ {r0, rn−1,s0} there is an element ofV which avoidsS∪{e}.
Finally it is easy to check that for any pair of edges from{r0, rn−1,s0}, there exists some
element ofV disjoint from the pair. ThusV must be a 2-UBB forWn. (This time, although
it is not self-complementary, it is still a 2-covering-by-bases.) Since this construction meets
the Schönheim bound, we are guaranteed that it definitely isa minimum UBB, unlike those
in the previous subsections.

Example 11. Consider the wheelW7. The six spanning trees in a 2-UBB forW7 are shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: A 2-UBB for the wheelW7.

3 UBBs for random regular graphs

Random regular graphs have been proposed as a model for networks: see Goerdt and Molloy
[8], for example. In this model, each node in the network has afixed number of neighbours,
but the network is otherwise random. LetGn,d denote a random regular graph withn vertices
of degreed. Now, if the degreed of Gn,d is even, it is known that asn→ ∞, Gn,d possesses a
Hamiltonian decomposition, asymptotically almost surely(i.e. the probability ofnothaving
such a decomposition approaches zero); this is a result due to Kim and Wormald [12] (see
also [19]). Furthermore, where the degreed is odd, it is conjectured that asn → ∞, Gn,d
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possesses a perfect 1-factorisation asymptotically almost surely. (The reader should consult
the survey by Wormald [19] for full details.) However, to show that Gn,d has an HKL
decomposition, applying the principle ofcontiguity arithmetic(see [19, Theorem 4.15(i)])
it would suffice to show thatGn,3 has a perfect 1-factorisation; this would likely be easier
to prove. Consequently, the constructions of UBBs in subsections 2.2 and 2.3 are very
relevant to networks, as they would allow (asymptotically,at least) our “t-UBB protocol” to
be applied to this particular network model.

4 A conjecture

In all the cases we have considered, the number of spanning trees in thet-UBB was bounded
above by the number of edges ofG. In the constructions in subsections 2.1–2.3, the spanning
trees in our UBB were parameterised by the edge set, while ourconstruction for wheels (in
subsection 2.4 had constant size. Also, for max-STP graphs,our t-UBB consisted oft +1
edge-disjoint spanning trees, whereas the number of edges is clearly at least(t +1)(n−1)
(wheren is the number of vertices).

In view of this evidence, we make the following (possibly optimistic) conjecture.

Conjecture. Let G be a graph with edge connectivityλ(G) = k. Then there exists a(k−1)-
UBB for G with cardinality equal to|E(G)|.
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